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GENERAL

Operation Barkhane is a French-led anti-insurgency mission in the Sahel region, which aims to support 

the governments of Burkina Faso, Chad, Mauritania and Niger, as well as Mali, in their fight against radical 

Islamist armed groups. It is also employed as a counter to illegal migration and human trafficking. In 

addition to Estonia, the operation is supported by the U.K. via transport helicopters, and Denmark, with 

an air force component. Estonia is participating in the mission with one infantry platoon. Mali is one of the 

world hottest countries with very high temperatures year-round with a dry season and a rainy season. 

The sandstorms, heavy rain and extreme temperatures are a challenge for any equipment used in the 

operations. 

Estonian platoon consists of

 » 4 squads

 » 4 APCS

 » Approx. 45 persons

The Estonian platoon had 3 main assignments: force protection and camp security, situational awareness 

and security patrols out of the base and quick response force duty.

The Estonian infantry platoon had one THeMIS unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) logistical platform under 

full command. THeMIS was mainly tasked with logistics and re-supply, including the transportation of 

water, food and various equipment elements. 

UGV hard facts

 » 12 months in the area of operations

 » 1200+km in the hard terrain in total

 » 330 hours of use

 » 20 operations outside the camp
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USE CASE EXAMPLES

Use Case 1 

UGV carried spare tires for APC during patrols because of the harsh terrain. The sharp-edged lava rock 

could easily penetrate tiers of the APC. Since there was no armoured logistical support vehicle available 

the THeMIS was an excellent platform to transport items that would normally be placed into a separate 

support vehicle. 

Tire change, in the middle of patrol.

Even with 500 kg weight to carry, UGV was still able to maintain its performance. 

Maximum burden is 1200 kg.
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Use Case 2

UGV carried platoon logistical supplies like ammo, water etc. This enables the infantry platoon better 

sustainment in field conditions. And it significantly reduces the physical load for the soldiers. It creates 

possibilities for dismounted infiltration or observation operations or even helicopter insertion operations 

with better logistical support.

Cargo area was loaded with platoons 24-hour supplies (1x DOS), with total weight of 810 kg:

 » 36 small arms ammunition containers

 » 6 anti-tank grenades

 » 216 litres of water

 » 24 hours food ration for all the platoon

 » Other consumables for operations

The THeMIS UGV carrying 900 litres of water.
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Use Case 3

Shooting range was located outside from the base. For getting all the needed targets and materials to the 

range the Estonian platoon used THeMIS UGV. The THeMIS was an excellent replacement for items that 

normally would be placed into a separate support vehicle.

Throughout the day the UGV vas used for various tasks at the firing range. Even for keeping the animals 

away from the danger area.

Towing the UGV to the range, which is packed with materials for target practice.
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Use Case 4

The THeMIS UGV with very powerful pull force provides help in several situations. The UGV was able to 

assist Estonian platoons’ APCs for better off road capabilities. The APCs were able to manage steeper hills 

with some help from the THeMIS UGV. Also, in the narrow entrance at the main gate the UGV helped to tow 

local trucks to unblock the gate. It was common that the local tucks were not able to start the engine after 

halt at the gate. Manoeuvring and towing with an APC would have been significantly more complicated 

because of the tight space and extra personnel needed.

Pulling the APC when it was lacking power to climb the steep hill.

Helping locally employed workers when they had technical problems with the trucks at the main gate.
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Use Case 5

Underslung transportation was being planned but was not conducted due to helicopter malfunction but it 

has been tested in Estonia. This solution could provide new tactics for insertion or resupply of the troops.
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Use Case 6

Transportation inside a Chinook was tested with real flights in the operational area. This tactic could open 

new opportunities for re-supply or helicopter insertion operations. There are many small outposts that rely 

on helicopter resupply in the area and that do not have any logistical assets. That means that the cargo is 

always manually unloaded from the helicopter. This could be automated with THeMIS delivering the cargo 

from the helicopter to the outpost. THeMIS could manage it automatically. This enables less time on the 

ground for the helicopter, faster resupply for the outpost and no manual labour needed, making it all much 

more effective.
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A tethered drone payload was used for surveillance operations, together the UAV and UGV can operate 

continuously without any need to recharge the UAV. This gives an instant vantage point as high as 80m 

for extended periods of time. This way unit can provide better situational awareness and identification of 

threats to the force.

Use Case 7
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TACTICAL EXAMPLES

Platoon task organisation while patrolling with APC's

When the Estonian platoon was conducting motorized patrols, the UGV was connected to the third APC, 

and it was under direct command of the platoon sergeant. 

The UGV was used when the platoon needed to take some additional equipment with them that could not 

be fitted to the APC (spare tires, extra supplies etc.).

Task organisation while patrolling on foot

Foot patrols where conducted mainly in two groups. Both groups had 2 infantry squads and 2 APCs. The 

groups took different routes and coordinated the advancement during the patrols.  The UGV was put 

between the two APC´s, in the group with the platoon sergeant.

The UGV was used when there was a need for extra space but one additional APC would have been a 

waste of resources because it also would have needed extra manpower.

Task organisation while dismounted patrolling with APC´s

Operator

Operator's battle buddy

Infantry
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

The UGV was about 10 meters away from a combined SAF (small arms fire) and SVBIED (suicide vehicle 

borne improvised explosive device) attack resulting 6 coalition soldiers wounded in action and 3 terrorists 

killed in action.

The explosion mainly effected the body of the vehicle, yet the critical components endured nearly 200 kilos 

of explosives and the UGV remained operational and was able to drive away from the incident site.

Pictures were taken after the explosion.
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LESSONS LEARNED AND IDENTIFIED FROM DEVELOPMENT PERSPECTIVE

UGV

The overall system capability to endure hot climate was assessed throughout the year. The cooling 

system proved to be effective and the UGV was able to fulfil its purpose while operating with the unit. 

Some minor modification ideas were generated for better airflow management inside the modules. Also, 

the electronics and electrical components had no errors or issues whatsoever while operating in the hot 

climate. Mechanical wear and endurance were also assessed to evaluate the tracks, coating and built of 

different component. 

Operator control unit

For the operator control unit, the overall durability of two different modifications of the kit were assessed 

and the improved version proved to be very effective, ergonomic and durable. Only minor modifications 

for the overall adjustability and ergonomics were made and a lot of actual operational use feedback 

was collected. Also, tests with ECM devices showed that the comms were not significantly affected by the 

jammers used in the operational area. 

Maintenance

All the maintenance was conducted in field conditions with some support from the national support 

element. Regular maintenance was carried out in a repair tent that did not have any special equipment. 

Even though all the service was successfully conducted some improvements are being planned to 

enhance the field repair capability.

The abrasive sand sped up the wear of the wheels and clogged up the air filter. But normal maintenance 

was sufficient, and the air filter system proved that it could manage very dusty environment without 

significant loss of power. The unstable quality of the fuel that was available in the operational area did 

not affect the vehicle significantly. Regular cleaning of the fuel filter was enough to keep the vehicle 

operational. 
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ESTONIAN DEFENCE FORCES COMMENTS

Lieutenant Taavi Eesalu, the commander of the infantry platoon Estpla-32, who used the UGV in Mali, 

estimated that an unmanned ground vehicle of this size and capability can support an armoured infantry 

platoon in several ways.

THeMIS was first used on a foot patrol in the City of Gao, September 23, during which the focus was on 

testing basic procedures for involving the UGV on a patrol as well identifying potential issues and bottle 

necks. The first patrol confirmed that involving a robot on a foot patrol does not require major tactical 

reorganization, as it is similar to patrols with armoured vehicles.

Estpla-32 has used THeMIS on patrol both coupled to the APC and operated remotely. The platoon also 

successfully fitted the UGV in a Boeing CH-47 Chinook transport helicopter, as well as towing a 22-ton Sisu 

APC and 32-ton VBCI infantry fighting vehicle.

„The arrival of unmanned ground system on the battlefield in not a question if, but when, “says Lt. Col 

Sten Allik, the senior staff officer of the Planning Division, Headquarters of the Estonian Defence Forces. „I 

have seen both in Estonia and Mali how the unit´s way of thinking changes when innovative technology is 

actually tested and made meaningful. Without fake modesty or exaggeration, Milrem Robotics and the 

EDF have become a world-renowned reference in topics related to unmanned ground systems. “

(Retrieved from the “Estonian Defence Forces Yearbook 2019” article by cpt Taavi Karotamm)
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THEMIS THERMAL AND VISUAL TESTING IN MALI

A test to compare the thermal and visual signature of the UGV was conducted in Mali. The ambient 

temperature during the testing was 25 degrees C with clear sky and about 70% of illumination from the 

moon. The results showed that the THeMIS had significantly less thermal and visual footprint compared to 

Mercedes-Benz GD.operational. 

50m distance, Mercedes-Benz GD on left vs THeMIS on the right, thermal and night vision comparison.
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100m distance, Mercedes-Benz GD on left vs THeMIS on the right, thermal and night vision comparison.

200m distance, Mercedes-Benz GD on left vs THeMIS on the right, thermal and night vision comparison.
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300m distance, Mercedes-Benz GD on left vs THeMIS on the right, thermal and night vision comparison.

500m distance, Mercedes-Benz GD on left vs THeMIS on the right, zoomed-in thermal image.
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